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New e-mail library survey revealed Bon
MEGAN LEE
Staff Reporter
Lately, many people at Seattle
University are findinglinks to various surveys making their way into
their e-mail boxes.
Students and a faculty have randomly been electronicallyasked to
fill out various questionnaires.
These surveys are designed to collect data onhow students feel about
theiruniversityexperienceandwhat
they expectacademically.
One of these surveys has been
"administered" by SU.
The SU library, with assistance
from IT, sent out a total of 2,895
surveys to randomselections ofstudents.
TheLibQUAL+ 2003Survey was
sent to random sample of roughly
1,500undergraduate students, 1,000
graduate students, law students,
and 395 faculty members.
SU is just one of370universities
across the country to be given this
library-based survey this spring.
The stated purpose is for the
LibQUAL+ 2003 Survey is to define and measure library service
quality across institutions and creating useful assessment tools for
libraries.
This survey has emerged from
the ARL Statistics and Measure-

out of the 1500 have been completedthe survey.Graduate students
havecompleted191 surveys.In last
place is the faculty,whohave completed 75 surveys.
"In addition to the statistical
analysis, more than 200 of the respondents wrote free-text comments," John Popko, SU librarian
said.
"We'll announce our incentive
prizes the weekof May 12.1plan to
publicize the winnersandthank our
donors in an ad in The Spectator."
Althoughthe SUsurveyofficially
"closed" last week students,Popko
still encourages students to complete them, and send theminbefore
the midnightMay 9.
Afterthe cut-offdateLibQUAL+
will accept nomoreinformation for
this academic year.
"The library will receive a comprehensive statisticalanalysis ofthe
data in mid-June," Popko stated.
"We'll analyze it through the summer and fall and use the results to
revise current policies and practices andintroduce new ones."
Financial support for the
LibQUAL+ 2003 Survey comes
from the U.S. Department of
Education'sFund for Improvement
ofPost Secondary Education.
This LibQUAL+ 2003 Survey,
byTexas A&M University,isin
run
ment program.
sentout
there
the
third yearof a grant-funded nasurveys
Of the2895
has been an overall response rate of tionalresearchproject. So far Popko
20.8 percent.
So far undergraduates have the
highest response rate. About 335

likes this survey; he said he is inclined to use it in future years because the cost isrelatively low.Also
the consistency of using a comparablerandom sample in 2004 would
enable the library to collect data
indicative of how the survey was
helping the university evolve.
"However,because our students
are sometimes bombarded withsurveys.Iwould want tobesensitive to
over-surveying." Popko said.
"This might prompt meto survey
students every other year and faculty every third year."
Another surveydispersed wasthe
CollegeStudent Report 2003. The
surveys weregiven outin hopes of
getting variousrepliesthatare would
improve the University.
"The CollegeStudent Report is a
survey specially designed for students like you to provide informationabout yourcollege experience,
including your views about the
quality of your education and how
you spendyour time,"Jacob Rosch,
supervisor'sassistant,Indiana University Centerfor Survey Research,
said.
"Each year more than 150,000
college students receive the CSR
andareinvited toexpress their views
and describe their experiences."
The Indiana University Center
for Survey Research is conducting
the CSR.
The stated purpose is for the ad-
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changes
JULIE VALDEZ
StaffReporter

A girl looks at her watch.It's
1:30 p.m. She doesn'thave class
for another half hour so she decides to take a walk to Cherry
StreetMarket.Balancingher books
on one arm, she anxiously looks
around at thepasta,pizzaandsandwiches—anything to lull her
growling stomach.
Shecontemplates gettinginline
for a sandwich. She takes note of
the long line at the deli and at the
cash register. She turns around
and spies California rolls and
bottled waterneatly displayed in
their own refrigerated area.
It's 1:45 p.m. and there's only
one cashier. Several students with
growling stomachs stand around
impatiently,eager to devour their
food, while others stare blankly
into space, wonderinghow much
their foodwasgoing to take out of
their wallets. The girl finally gets
pass the cashier and rushes off to
class with$8 less in her pocket.
According to theBon Appe"tit's

been are still are major student
concerns.
The survey, which was sent out
to all students through e-mail, received 548 replies. Students responded to the service,food quality,value,variety,hours and sanitary conditions of the five main
foodlocations.

CPA/CMA
CPA
CMA

Appetit
planning

operatinghours,prices and places
of food services on campus have

What Amarloan Revolution
h*ro did Tupno Identify with?

You might walk out with a big
ching* In your career goals.

I

Students then are asked to respond with "VeryOften,""Often,"
"Sometimes" or "Frequently" to a
plethora of examples suchas "preparedtwo or more drafts of a paper
or assignmentbefore turningitin".
The question is: are these methodsof collecting dataqualitatively
andquantitatively developed? Are
they accurate assessments with
which to analyze data? Of the
couple dozenor so people queried
about the survey no one had responded and very few even knew
about them.
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For example the CSR asks, "In
your experience at your institution
during the current school year,how
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dents think about theirundergraduate education and ideally communicate how the undergraduate program couldbe improved.
TheCSR project is sponsoredby
a grant from the Pew Charitable
Trusts in Philadelphia.
Roschmentioned thereis agreat
deal of confidentiality surrounding
these surveys. He was hesitant to
give too much information as per
therequestsofhisbossJohn Hayak.
Hyak, the Project Manager , was
unable for comment.
These surveys seem to be wellmeaning,studying student engage-

annual student survey, this is a
typical day for SU students. The

TO
In the article "Examining the
Evaluation Process at SU"
which ran on April 24 several
quotes were incorrectly
attributed to Dean Wallace
Loh that should have been
attributed to Dean George

ministrationtoinvestigate whatstu-
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"Since this is the first year in
some of these eating facilities,
these surveyshelpusimprove and
find out what the students want,"
Bon Appetit District Manager
Brian Wilbur said.
Accordingto theresults, themajorityof responsestofood quality,
service and sanitary conditions
were positive. Menu variety ratings were mixed and varied considerably by location. The price/
value category,howeverreceived
the most negative comments.
"I got a small bowl of rice and
teriyaki at Cherry Street Market
for $5 It was expensive, but I
didn't have time to run to the
teriyaki place down the streetand
Iwas hungry, so Ipaid for it,"
Cecelia Salim, communications
student, said.
According to the results, 46.4
percentofresponses saidthatprice
is extremely important. That percentage is a large portion of the
students surveyed, compared to
the .9 percent who said that itwas
not at all important.
"I've eaten at the Hawk's Nest
Bistro acouple of times," Tommy
Le,business student,said. "Ithink
the food is too expensiveand not

...

See Feeding page 4
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Alan Keyes visit cancelled; questions remain
ERICA TERENCE
Staff Reporter
Twothousanddollarssit inASSU
appropriation limbo, with Alan
Keyes' name on them, whileclubs
wait for word on whether Keyes
will visit Seattle University before
the school year is up.
Keyes, a 2000 republicanpresidential candidateand distinguished
pro-life activist, was scheduled to

speak at SU two weeksago,butone
event has

been postponed and the

other foundanother speaker.
"It was during the Iraq warthathe
was supposed to speak and he was
traveling with the president at that
time," Students for Life president

according to Parker, who is trying
to reschedule the event. If Keyes
'
isn t secured as aspeakerinthe next
three weeks, ASSU's money will
re-enter the appropriations pool.
But Tim Leary, SU Vice PresidentofStudent Development,heard
a different story from the College
Republicans, who were working
with Students for life, about why
Keyes hadn't come.
"Alan Keyesasked for something
like $10,000 and theyhad to cancel

The club had arranged for the
Sorrento Hotel to donate accommodations for Keyes and several
other private donors had agreed to
help out as well.
Later that night, a more hesitant
ASSU appropriations committee
also granted the College Republicans $1200 to help fund Keyes as

the opening speaker at the Washington State College Republican
convention to be heldon campus.
The six members of the approthe events," Leary saidafter meet- priationscommittee split on whether
ing with some of the students in- or not ASSU should fund an off
volved in organizing the Keyes campus event open to all SU stuevents. Keyes' staff was not avail- dents.
able for comment.
Aftersomediscussionof whether
two different grants
m

"Idecided that granting both proposals
wasn't allowing unfair use of a loophole. The
clubs weren't double accounting anything or
hiding anything, and as a student Iwas
happy to payfor this kind of event."
Thomas Hackett,assu vice president of
FINANCE
Sarah Parker explained. "When I
talkedtosomeoneonhis staffit was
too hard to pin a date down when
Keyes could definitely be here to
speak.TheUniversity wanteda specific date, so we had to postpone."
Now.Keyes maynot address SU
students until sometime next year.

given for the
speaker,
same
ASSU

should be

Vice President of Finances, Thomas Hackett

broke the tie.
"That wasprobablyone
ofmy least favorite times
to vote and Ihad to vote,"

Hackett recalled. "I decided that granting both
proposals wasn't allowing unfair use of a loophole. The clubs weren't
double accounting any-

He spoke about the plurality of
opinion and the Academic Bill of
thing or hiding anything, Rights," CollegeRepublicanpresiand as a student I was dent, Dominic Draye, said.
But the money used to pay for
happy topay for thiskind ofevent."
the
approval,
With ASSU
the ColHorowitz speech raised larger
lege Republicans used the $1,200 questions and concerns campus
initially granted towards Keyes to wideaboutASSU's lack of guidefundauthor DavidHorowitz as the lines or criteria for appropriating
convention's opening speaker in- the $50,000 inits studentactivities

On Feb. 24 Parker and herclub
requestedandreceived $2,000 from
ASSU, the most thecommitteecan
grant without passing through the
RepresentativeAssembly.
Themoneywas intendedtosponsora public lecture oncampus given stead.
by Keyes in Campion Ballroom.
"The event went off well,Ithink.

budget each year.

student's tuition be financing?
The College Republicans found
themselves on the other side of the
decision last October when the
ASSU appropriations committee
refused to fund student travel to see
Giulianispeak.
"There isn't a set rule or formula
for how much a club should get,"
Hackett said.
/ Coverphoto courtesy Thomas R.I

What should $20 of each

Teaching conies first, publishing second
SARAH PARKER
and tenured professor,Gay Seattle,
said.
Staff Reporter
Unlike the University of Wash"Thisdiscriminatesagainst those
ington, whoseadministrationseeks faculty who, for whatever reason,
to prove their scholastic abilities cannot afford to give their free, unthrough research, Seattle Univer- paidhours for research."
sity promotesacademia throughthe
Sabbatical is one active form the
ability of professors toengage stu- universityhas taken to combat this
particular issue.
dents within the classroom.
In fact, each schoolhas their own
The University invests in a procriteria for hiring and selecting a fessor by allotting him or her the
professor.
time to take a paid leaveof absence
TheSchool of'TheologyandMin- for a quarter, semesteror a year, to
istry (STM) Faculty Handbook pursue their interests, which comreads. "STM fosters all four types monly includes researching for a
of scholarship [discovery,synthe- book.
sis, application and/or the art of
However, the sabbatical only
teaching] and encourages

faculty to choose the most
appropriate blends of scholarly pursuits for their disciplines as wellas the appropriateevidence of thatschol"

arly effort
So, if teaching is the first
priority for SU what about
professors that wouldlike to
pursue writing a book or researching their passion like
many UW professors have
the opportunity todo? Where
dothey fit intothe spectrum?
"Too often, teachers may
be expected to undertake or

complete their research on
hours outside their regular
contracts,

"This discriminates

against thosefaculty
who,for whatever

reason, cannot afford
to give theirfree,

unpaid hours for
research,"

Dr.Gary Atkins,
communication

for example by

professor

using theirsummers without

pay," Dr. Gary Atkins, author of the recently published book

lends itself to tenured professors

"There is increased
pressure to publish at
SU in order to attain
tenure or promotion,
but Isimply wantedto
do that which all university professors do:

both teach and research. SUis onlybeginning to face up to
the challenge of fully
supportingprofessors

who teach and research," Atkins said.
Currently the University provides release time for tenured
and non-tenured professors toactively pursue their research.

It provides fiscal
support to professors

that participatein pro-

of teaching;they seek to pn
vide the new professors wit
the skills to actively engag

students.
By far the most importa
element of being a professo
at SUis to be a goodteache
Therefore, someprofesso
are feeling left out when
comes to personal research

"The University is gettin
better— for example,by su
porting a few faculty wit
summerresearch fellowship
But the basic new reality
that the universityhas to fine
more ways to regularly supportallfaculty with timeduring theregularacademic year.
The present system of occasional release time from
classes, or summer fellowships,is simplyinadequateto
the task," Atkins said.
"We havetoreconstructour

fessionalconferences.
SU is also steppin ;
up toallowprofessor
system appropriately."
time to work on ex
The system that Atkins is
Atkins,
professor
a
in the communication
Gary
tended projects wit i departmentspentmuch time workingon his book,Gay referring to is one that rethe addition of deve - Seattle.
quires faculty to ask special
opment grants forpro
permission for release time
fessors that have already shown acEshelman explained that during from teachingclasses topursue their
tive interest in the subject.
graduate school, soon-to-beprofes- research.
Usually the amount of courses a
"Wehavebeen supporting schol- sors usually learn all there is to
arship for a number of years and know about research, so when they professor has during the year is reover time we have been adding to enter into a teaching environment duced.
that support," John Eshelman, Pro- they are missingcertainfundamenFor example a course load of
University
good
vost of Seattle
said.
tal skills necessary to be
at seven is reduced to six.
However, the ability to teach re- teaching.
Many believe that this is not
mains the priority of this instituUpon hiring, the school hosts a enough time to support all the faction.
series ofclasses that focus onthe art ulty requests.
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Security Report
AUSTIN L.BURTON

| Co-ManagingEditor

"F*** a needle, here's a
sword;body pierce with this"

'

-Eminem

hide was recovered by Seattle Po- to report auto prowl in progress.
Theydescribed the suspect,aBlack
lice in the south Seattle area.
male wearinga camoflauge jacket
That's howmuch planters are and jeans, as having broke into the
victim's car and was still inside
going for these days?
when they called CPS.
The garage (( 111" and E. Cherry)
Monday, 4-21-03
CampusPublicSaftey cameacross was searched, but the suspect was
a University planter that had been notaround. Twoother vehicles were
tipped over and broken by 10" and found to havebeen prowled, howE.Spring.The damagewasapproxi- ever, both with broken windows.
Thefirst vehicle's victimreporteda
mately $250.
CD player and CDs as missing,
Top-flight fire extinguishing, while the second vehicle's owner
reportednothing missing.
niinhinin
1

Saturday, 4-19-03
Instead of your usual used syringe, this time Campus Public
Safety came across a stray knife
on the ground outside of Campion Tower.The same steps took
place that wouldhaveif it werea
syringe.just ona largerscale (Get
it? Larger? Nevermind.)

1

Couldn't they have just took
Monday, 4-21-03
with
can
trash
cans
the bus to Tukwila?
(those
An ash
on
smoktrays
top)
theash
was seen
ing heavily outside of the Law
Tuesday,4-22-03
Sunday, 4-20-03
A staff person reported their School.CPS used a bucket of water
A staff person reported their vemissing from the Broadway
to
the
hicle
extinguish
Broadfire.
vehicle stolen from the
and E.Columbia parkinggarage at
way and E. Columbia parking
Busy man
around 6:45 p.m. The police and
garage at 7 p.m. The victim said
CPS searched the area but found
they had parked the vehicle at
nothing. Seventy-two hours later,
Monday, 4-21-03
noon andreturned tofindit missWitnesses called CPS at 10 p.m. TukwilaPolice reportedfinding the
ing. Some 72 hours later, the veVice City

alcohol violation. When CPS arrived they found the RA arguing
withtheresidentin question, whose
room was then searched. Some
nearly-empty bottles ofhardliquoi
That's whatfriends are for
andbeer werefound.Four acquaintances of the resident were told tc
Saturday, 4-26-03
the campus or face trespassleave
a
a.m.,
got
1
CPS
call
from
At :45
ing
charges.
aBellarmineHallRA regarding an

victim's vehicle, along with items
from a separate auto prowling incident inside.

Feeding: SU may see changes come about because from a survey
was andstill is the "big thing." She vide greatervalue tocustomers.Also
added that there are several solu- ia thoroughreviewofmenuitems at
it,
worth but there are days when I tions SU and Bon Appetit have al- < each food location will be coniducted.
get tiredof goingacross the street ready discussed.
It
was
thatSU
add
Students can expect to see more
teriyaki."
to get sandwiches and
recommended
and vegetarian items on the
vegan
not
such
as
casserole
priced
The Price/Value category is
lower
items
onlya concern at SU, according to and meatloaf to the menu and to menu, and they will finally be able
Wilbur.
further emphasize the "frugal entree" < torecognizetheconsistency of taste
"It's a problem that comes up in at each foodstation by placing it at in the soup and coffee items due to
t extra training and more check-ups.
the top of the price list.
every survey," Wilbur said.
In addition, a price lisfof all the
Customer service and sanitary
"Not everybody has as much
be
posted
conditions training willalsobehighmoney as they did three or four low-cost entries willalso
lighted
andmy
is
aware
on
residence
at
this quarter and next year.
every
company
hall floors and
yearsago
Cherry
at
thaCherry
Market.
At
Street Market, there
of that."
station
Street
Judy Sharpe, SU director for
Meal combinations will be intro- willbeanincrease instaff members
AuxiliaryServices agreedthatprice duced to the Bistro in order to pro- iduring lunch in order to speed up

From page 2

the foodand the lines.
All the staff members will receive traininginHealthDepartment
and Food Safety, including the issue of potential cross-contaminationoffoodcut with thesameknives
oron the same surfaces.
SU hasevenconsidered a change
in the food locations.
"Thereis a need for a food location at the north end of campus,"

Sharpe said. "Nothing is finalized,
but it's alreadyin the works."
Sharpe explained that they took
into account many students have

ing or inPigott. The walk is too far
and inconvenient, especially for
■
evening and business students, to
go toCherry Street Market,theBistro and

all other food locations at

the end.

Architects have been called

to

draw up plans toexpand the Pigott

Cart.
Four soup terrains and a small
implosion oven will be added for
food variety.

Ifthe plangoesthrough, students
will be able to visit another
"Sidebar" by next October.

classesin theAdministration Build-

Election results for ASSU leadership out
ryanncooper

Staff Reporter

The 2003 Spring elections
brought out 759 voters, making
this the second largest election for

ASSU.
Of those votes, 61, came from
online voting, whichmakesiteasier
for students to participate.
Changes made to the election
process requires candidates to obtain 40 signatures insteadof zero,

-

more people knew about the elections and theprocessbecame simplified byonlyhavingto vote once.
"There were potentially 5001,000 morepeoplethatknew about

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
FOR NARCOLEPSY STUDY
Volunteers are needed for astudy about a
sleep disorder called narcolepsy. Youmust
be 18 yrsor older, a resident of King Co.,
and have adiagnosis of narcolepsy.
Die study involves answeringa standard set
Df questions at a time and place ofyour
choosing. Questions are about a variety of
exposures occurring in the first 2decades of
life. We will also ask permission to
interview your parent about your early
childhood exposures and to swab the inside
of your cheek for genetictesting.
For more information, call the study office
at (206) 731-3654, email
sleep® u.washington.edu or go to
www.narcolepsystudy.org

the elections," Secretary of Elections, Carl Bergquist, said.
"Overall more people knew because ofthe signatures."
In the presidential race between
Earl FranciscoMalpartida (Cisco)
Smith, Nicole Palmiter and Josef
Gabriel, Smith won with290 votes

followed byPalmiter with251 votes
and Gabrielwith 136 votes.
Smith is currently the At-Large
Representative. "I'mhappy,butits
twofold.It'snice todo morebut it's
a lot of responsibility," Smith said.
Smith said that factorscontributing to his success included introducing himself to people around
campus,alreadyknowingpeople
in different clubs and organizations, beingfairly active oncampus and distributing buttons to
students that featured his name.
AlthoughSmithran a successful campaign, he encountered
some difficulties alongthe way.
"I don't like to toot my own
horn; the most challenging was

the fact that I
had to market myself," Smith said. "Idon't want
to be the stereotypical politician
andsay these arethe greatthings

I'lldo for you. My big thingI
want to do is demonstrate my
abilities through things I'm already doing; to be more responsible; Iwant to go out and ask

dates running," Silva said.
Stewart received 482 votesfor Athpeople their concerns."
leticRepresentative whichis anew
badly,
"I
but
position
wanted the
Fortheposition ofExecutive Vice
this year.
President, Analisa Castaneda ran I
capable
position
I'm
part,
political
hate the
"I'mexcited to have a chance
to be apart of ASSU and make a

difference in athletics," said
Stewart.

"I'mhappy, but its twofold. It's nice to
do more but it's a lot of responsibility."

Earl (Cisco) Smith, ASSU president for
2003-2004 SCHOOL YEAR

-

She added,"I want toincrease
school pride and spirit and this
can stem from athletics."
The new Resident RepresentativewillbeAlicia Kephart who
received 283 votes beating out
SaunatinaSanchez's 269 votes.
The At-Large Representative

hadno time to
unopposed,receiving 561 votes.
of doingthe jobbutI
much
asI
campaigning
also
ran
do
as
wanted
unopLaura Norman
posedfor the position ofVicePresi- to schoolcomes first," sheadded.
The new Sophomore Represendent of Student affairs, receiving
tative isHeather Hudson,receiving
562 votes.
In the race for Vice President of 330 votes. Her opponent, Erwin
Finance, Kirn Silva received the Santiago, received 245 votes.
Arlyn Dean won the position of
most votes with 269, followed by
Keith Scott's 241 and Daniel Junior Representative with 293
Strickland's 175. "Students really votesand, runningunopposed.Erica
cared and were deeply interestedin Eschbach received 500 votes for
theresultsof VPofFinance. It was Senior Representative.
Forthe positionofMinorityRepthe most highly contested and the
most students voted in this section resentative,Robert Vargas won reof the ballot,"Bergquist said.'The ceiving192 votes and onlyone vote
main purpose of collecting the 40 behind him was ScanMizokawa in
signatures was to get students to the closest race of the elections.
realize the election [was taking Also running for that position was
place). It was a pretty good idea.It Adriana Guerrero with 167 votes.
Running unopposed, Kelly
gave validityand supportforcandi-

—

"
The Spectator May 8, 2003

is Yosef Fufa, who ran unopposed and received 538 votes.
ThomasHackett had won the positionofCommuter Representative
with 467 votes and his opponent
Marie EstrelleDela Cruz received
26 votes.However,this iscurrently
being challenged in ASSU. If
Hackett loses this position it will
not immeditlygo to Dela Cruz.
UnopposedBahaAlsamawiis the
new International Representative
receiving 38 votes and also unop-

posed Sherman Greeley won the
position of Non-Traditional representative. The winners of the 2003
Spring elections will begin their
positions the first day of the new
school year and are required to go
onafallretreat a week beforeschool
starts.
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25% Off
Storewide Sale!!!
Wednesday, May 14
Everything*is on sale!

w**-J
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t
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y

Bookstore
206-296-5820

* Textbooks excluded. No additional discounts.
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Fullerton,

Sports

Manos Softball version 2003 concludes!

cad Redhawks
at GNAC meet

JEAN WAHLBORG
Stiff Reporter

If you see juniorKelly Fullerton

in a rush

to get somewhere, you'd

better watch out.
Last Saturday May 3, Fullerton
won the Great Northwest Athletic
Conference (GNAC)championship
inthe women's 3,000-metersteeplechase (which involves runningover
five hurdles and one water-pit) with
a time of 11:10:1. Her time set new
course and league records, shattering the previous stadium record for
her event by nearly 26 seconds.
Fullerton seems tobe running an
all-around great season. On Apr.
14. she was named the GNAC female co-runner of the week after

Fullerton and Manos are only 2

pieces of the SU track

team. SU's
team consists of 15 boys and 12
girls, and outof these 10 boys and 6

girlscompeted in the GNACchampionship meet. Both teams placed
seventh overall forthe dayand several runners placed high in their
competitions.
On the women's side, junior
Theresa Mangahas placed fifth in
the pole vault with a height of 10-feet, 10.25-inches.Inthe 800-meter
dash,EmilyFergusonplacedtwelfth
with a time of 2:32.63. SU's "A"
team earned afifth placestanding in
the4x4oorelayat4:22 .13 withteam

members Lydia Lauer, Katie
Archambault, Ferguson, and Ful-

winning the 3,000-meter steeplechase at the University of Puget
Sound. Her timefor this race was
11:24:80, which was fast enough to
meet provisional qualifying stan-

lerton.
The men have a few more competitors than the women's side and
performed well.DavidNeilsoncaptured third place in the 400-meter
dards for the NCAA Division II Dash with a timeof49.47, followed
national meet on May 23-24 at in sixthplaceby KJLoreth at 50.84.
Southern Illinois University.
But Fullerton is not the only
Redhawk passing the competition.
Junior Steve Manos took second in
themen's5.000-meter runin a time
of 15:15.79 at the GNAC championship.
Theprior week inOregon,Manos
scoreda preliminarynationalquahfyittg time in the 10,000-meter run
at the Universityof Oregonmeeton
Apr. 25. Though Manos said this
does not necessarily mean he will
get to compete in nationals,he now
at leasthas the chance.
The meet had a large attendance
of competitors, which Manos said
was usual for the college. UO is
where distance running really took
off in the 1970s. "It's kind of the
Holy Grail for distance runners,"
Manos explained.Peoplego to the
meetatUO toscorefast times against
stiff competition. "That meet is
known to be fast so it tends todraw
the best runners in the nation,"
Manos added.

Neilsonheldtherecordin this event
last year but was unable to defend
his title. Matt Blame ran to a fifth
place finish in the 800-meter dash
withatimeof 1:58.21. Inthe 10,000-meter run Carlos

Siqueiros placed

fifth with a timeof 33:26.42 while

disappointing season on low
O

AUSTIN L.BURTON
Editor
po-Managing

The Seattle University Softball
{teamlostnineofitslast 11games to
(finish the season 13-24 (10-13
|GNAC), a considerable fall from
last year when it posted the first .
winning season in the program's
history.
A drop-off in offensive production,whichhurtthe team all season,
especially hurt SU in it's last five
games, four of which were losses.
TheRedhawksscoredonly fourtotal
runsintheir lastfive games,includinggetting shutout twice.Their final game of the season was a 1-0
loss in the secondhalf of a doubleheader versusWestern Washington
last Saturday.
Throughout the season, the
Redhawks bats weresilent incomparison to last year. While the 2002
teamhadfiveplayershitting .300or
better,scored 220 totalruns on323
hits as a team andbeltedninehome
runs, this year'steamhad twoplayers hitting over .300, scored just
105 runs on 242 hits, and hit only
one home run.
Ironically, the Redhawks im-

students could watch track meets.
Though there are currentlynoplans
to build a track, there's nodoubt in
Manos' mind it would benefit the
track team as well as the general
student body . He hopes the track
team will keep growing and the
school willrealize theneed for running facilities.

proved their pitching from a year
ago,but it wasn't enough to make
upfor the weaker hitting.The 2003
Redhawks hada teamERAof2.30,
gaveup 266hits and 121 runs,and
struck out 137 batters. This was an
upgrade over last year, when SU
had a team ERA of 2.79, gave up
154runson 268hits,andstruck out
115 batters.
Among the team's top position
players were junior third baseman
Carrier,
freshman
Sarah
centerfielderMarjalenaSantos,and
sophomorecatcher KrystalDuncan.
Carrier'snumbersdippedsignificantly from last season, when she
led the GNAC witha .405 average
andhad 41 RBI,but she stillledSU
with a .308 average and 20 RBI
(10* in the conference).Carrier was
still a unanimous selection to the
All-GNAC first team.
Santos led the team in batting
averageformuch of the season,and
finishedsecond on the team at .305.
She was also second on the team
with 17 RBI,and wasnamed to the
All-GNAC second team.
Duncan was named to the AllGNAC first team along with Car-

named to the All-Conference team
threetimes.Gutierrezis the younger
sister of sophomore defender/
midfielder Andrea Gutierrez.
Local prep star Kate Green of
Kentwood HS signed a National
Letter of Intent on Apr.21, finalizing her intentions to play for the
Redhawks soccer team. Green, a
four-time All-League selection in
the All-South Puget Sound league,
was co-MVP in the league during
her junior season. Green will add
depthto theRedhawk offense when
she joins the teamnextfall.Green's
announcementfollowed that of anotherlocal prepstar,RebeccaConte
of Mercer Island, who has also
signed a letter of intent to play for

bothrunnerspicked off(5)andrunners caught stealing (18). She also
ranked highly in the conference in
putouts andfewest passed balls. At
the plate Duncan hit .240 and was
second on the team with 12 runs
scored.
On the mound, junior Jennifer
Hewitt and freshman Erin Kemper
led SU.Hewitt was an All-GNAC
second team selection,and was 5-7
for theseasonwithateam-best 1.95j
ERA (sixth in the conference)and
36 strikeouts next to just seven
walks.Kemper wasthestaff sworkhorse,pitching 1081/3 innings while
compiling a4-13record with a2.33;
ERA. Kemper, an honorable men-!
tionAll-GNAC teammemberstmck!
out 62batters and pitched 10 completegames (twoshutouts),as well!
asholdingopponentstoa team-best]
.254 average.Like Hewitt,her win-]
loss record wouldhavebeen much,
better given sufficient run support.
SophomoreleftfielderLizMeyer
(.299 average,team-bests of 35hits
and 20 runs) was alsonamed to the
All-GNAC second team.
|

(the NFL Draft in New York, an
NBA playoff game in Boston, a
Major League Baseball game in
Anaheim, andanNHLplayoffgame
in Vancouver).Mayne didn'tmake
prohibited from making TV and it, as the hockeygameended justas
radio appearancesduring that time. heboarded the flight toCanada.But
The comment willlikelycost Ryan who really cares? Why was this
thousandsofdollars,sinceit is NBA even a story, and since when has it

Austin L.Burton
Co-Managing Editor
The media is in themediaagain.
This time the story involves legendary Boston Globe sports columnist Bob Ryan, whomentioned
duringa local TV talk show thathe
wantedtosmack New Jersey Nets
point guard Jason Kidd's wife,
Joumana.The statement was bad
enough on its own, but was made

letter of intent signings
NateZell

rier,primarily forher defensive efforts.Duncan led the conference in

even worse considering Joumana
was a victim of domestic violence
by her husband, a couple of years
ago. Ryan was suspended for one
month by the Globe and was also

playoff ■^^^^■■■■■l
time and

considered one
country's
top

bas-

e

x

would

almost

Sports Editor
As seniorsinhighschool prepare
tomake theirdecisionsabout where
they want toattendcollege, Seattle
University coaches make final
phonecalls to persuade a few select
atnletcs to commit to SU. So far,
men'sbasketballcoach JoeCallero
and women's soccer coach Julie
Woodward have recieved commitments to their programs.
Apr. 22,the women'ssoccer team
announcedthe signingofdefensive
standout Ana Gutierrez of
Inglemoor HS in Fort Collins,CO.
Gutierrezhelpedher highschool to
back-to-back State Tournament
semifinal appearances and was

note!

Media's role in sports
conies into question

teammateMichael Hughes finished

inseventhwith 34:02.62.Themen's
version ofthe "A" team, composed
of Todd Nishida, David Neilsen,
Matt Blame, andKJ Loreth, placed
third in the 4x400 relay.
The team' s nextmeet willbeSaturday May 10 at the University of
Washington. Manos wishes for a
track here at SU so the team would
not have to practice at UW and SU

■

the Redhawks.
Inanattemptto bolster their frond
line, themen'sbasketball team has!
recievedaletterof intentfromKevin]
Harrison of Marist HS in Eugene,!
OR. Harrison let Marist to a 26-2
record this past seasonand will add!
a tremendous shooting touch to the
Redhawks as well as good size in
his 6-foot-8 frame. Harrison
recieved All-League and All-State
honors during his time atMarist, as
well as being named State tournament MVPhis sophomdre season.
Women's basketball coachDave
Cox announced two signings:
guards Danica Dougherty from
Seattle's Skyline HS, and Ashley]
Payne fromPeninsula (WA) HSJ
"
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major TV
station
and radio

After all, what is the
responsibility of the media in the

first place? To simply tell us who
won and who scoredhow many

points? To back that up with
interesting stories about these
guys'personal lives? Or is it to
report every sordid detail of their
lives?

show to stop by and drop some

knowledge.

been cool for the news reporterbecome the newshimself?
That is just one of my many annoyances with modern sports jour-

The sports media itself is becoming part of the stories they report.
Sporiscenter is gradually taking nalism, and one of themany issues
more time away from highlight whereit looks like noend is in sight
— and the likelihoodof change is inpackagesandfeatures onathletes
which was supposedtobe the origi- creasingly bleak.
—
Part ofthe problem is that sports
nalobjectiveof the show toshowcasesegments whichhighlight their havebecome sobig that there areno
own anchorsand other sportsmedia fewer than five24-hour sportschanpersonalities, whichhas madesome nels in America, inaddition to tons
of the ESPN guys just as famous as of all-sports publications and
the athletes they cover. The most websites.Not that I'mcomplaining
recent example Ican think of was about it, since my TV is stuck on
whenSportscenterdidafeature seg- ESPN morethan anyother channel,
ment onanchor KennyMayne,who my roomis full of SportsIllustrated

tried to attend four major sporting
events across thecountry in oneday

See Media page 7

Sports

Media: Too much coverage
compromises integrity
From page 6
my room is full of Sports Illustrated and similar magazines, and
sports websitesareusually the first
Igo to when I'mon the Web. But

with ESPN, ESPN2, Fox Sports,
ESPNews,andESPNClassicneeding so much time to fill,and newspapers, magazines and websites
needing somuch space to fill with
something,the sportsmediaculture
has evolved to where things that
never wouldhavebeenin thenews
years ago are there every day.
Who knew,back whenhe was in
his heyday, that baseball Hall-ofFamer Mickey Mantle was such a
ragingalcoholic?While surely some
reporterscould have figured it out
from simply hanging around the
Yankees clubhouse, it didn't become public knowledgeuntil after
Mantle was retired. If Mantle had
been playingtoday,thefirst timehe
came into the hotel sloppy drunk, it
would have been on ESPN.com
within hours.That would then put
pressure on the team to do somethingtodiscipline their star,andthe
legendofMantle as weknow itmay
have never existed,since he would
have been another Darryl Strawberry,in and out ofrehab, allwhile
the public watched.

After all, whatis the responsibility of the media in the first place?
Tosimply tellus whowonand who
scored how manypoints? To back
thatup withinterestingstories about
these guys' personal lives? Or is it
toreport everysordid detailof their
lives?
Don't you wonder why so many

athletes and coaches despise talking to the media? It's not completely because they can't stand
hearingstupidquestions although
late former heavyweight boxing
champ Sonny Liston did describe
sportswriters as people who "will
look at the sky and ask you if it's
—
raining" it's because not only is
the media intrusive,but the system
is set up to give them fullaccess to
assistinthat intrusion.Forexample,
theNB A forces playersandcoaches
to talk to the media after games,
when I'm sure most guys would
much rather get dressed and go
home. If someone wants to talk to
the media, they can go ahead. But
having the League force players to
talk onlysours them to the media,
and gives the media no reason to
actuallyestablish a repoir with the
players when they know they have
to talk to them no matter what.
But the list of sports media an-

—

noyancesgoes on. While not allof
themareasdisturbing as thoselisted
above, they canbe just as irritating.
Like why do the "bad guys" in
sportsget so much more press than

the "good guys?" For every one
feature I see about David
—
Robinson the future NBA Hallof-Famer whohasnot onlypaid for
a brand-new elementary school in
San Antonio, but took a groupof
fifth grade students under his wing
yearsago andhas seenthem through
high school and is now paying for

—

theircollegeeducations Isee five
to10stories about theguysondrugs,
in jail, or the ones who generally
make asses of themselves.
For someone who might go into
sports media for a living, whatIsee
from the media can be disheartening. Journalism is already one of
those writingprofessions where talent isn't really a necessity, and if
things keep going the way they're
going,it's goingtobe allabout who
can digup the most dirt rather than
whohas skills.
But, hey, what better way to becomea sports celebrity withoutac-

tually playing the game?

Austin L. Burton is a junior
journalism major. He can be
reachedatburtona1©seattleu. edu
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Men's soccer I
looks to rebound
STANLEY SEDILLO
Staffßeporter
After underachievinglast season
themen's soccer teamhopes to redeem themselves through an offseason of hard work and with the
help of some key additions.
*The team thought they would
step on the field and beat everybody," said Peter Fewing, men's
isoccer coach, referring to the
Redhawks performance last fall.
The team overachieved with
!youngplayerstwoyearsago.Those
experienced and talented players
returned last fall withexpectations
of being thebest.
"Thetalentwas there," saidCoach
Fewing. However, the season did
not go as planned.
Inpreparationfor nextseasonthe
team began conditioning shortly
after last season ended. What followed was six weeks of 6:45 a.m.
practices.During thattimethe team
played a total offour games.
Last fallthere weresevenplayers
given a redshirt season. Four of
thoseweredue toinjuries.Theother
three players were red shirted in
order tosave ayear of eligibility.
The team loses just one member
of last year's team, senior Matt
Hulen, who will be graduating in
June after spending three seasons
on the team.

With reputation damaged,
[done
Price deserves chance

isa hugeaddition to the team. With
Thibdeau guarding the goal opponents willhave a hardtime finding
ahole to slip the ball through.
Another addition to the team is
CraigBuitrago from Federal Way.
"Craig is a very solid player and
solid leader,"says Coach Fewing.
Goalie Nick Natale, a transfer
from San Diego State, and Jacob
Rhoades complete thelist of confirmed additions to next year's
squad.Natale was firstrecruited by
SU two years ago but signed on
withSan DiegoState.However he
will finally be wearingaRedhawk
jersey this fall.
Accordingto Fewing,Rhoades is
abig,mobileplayer withgoodleadershipskills and willbeawelcomed
addition to the team. Fewingisstill
waiting on confirmation with two
morerecruits.
"We willbe anexciting team toi
watch next year," said Coach]
Fewing "If wearesortedoutdefen- j
sively we will score a lotof goals."
According to Coach Fewing the!
players are eager to start the new
season. Overthe last few years thei
teamhasbecome a close knit group
ofplayers.Thereisalsoahigh level)
of commitment, which is a goodj
sign for a team looking to recoveri
fromlastseason's disappointment.!
InApril the teamwentthroughits!

.

"Even without recruiting we've spring workouts, whilegoing 1-3-1j
well," said Fewing.
in five exhibitiongames. Now with}
CoachFewing'srecruitingefforts the official spring season over, and!

[for the 2003 fall seasonhave come withnoscheduledpractices theplay-i

J.C. SANTOS

Opinion Editor
The immature Husky fan in me
wants to crack an ice-cold cougar
joke.Oops,Ithink I'vealreadysaid
promise, fromthis point
toomuch.I
on,I'llbe completely honestabout
tragic story offormer WashingState and now former Alabama
tball head coach Mike Price,
looze and booty.It's becoming
assic downfall,isn'tit?Itmakes
ycu wonder who's next in the line
famous guys who will get drunk

t

«t:

ifall into some sort of sex scan-

Mike Price had it good. Forget
seven-year$10 millioncontract
dtheopportunitytobeheadcoach
at Alabama's legendary football
program. Never mind the jet and
the private bathroomin his office.
Price had something much more
valuable for a person as rich and
famous as him. He had a good,

ing to the magazine, Price was a
Price obliged. Several instances
par-tayanimal at several Tuscaloosa ofbad judgment cost himhis job,as
bars buying drinks for students and well it should have. Alabama did
propositioning girls weeks before whatit had to do to put their reputation on the right track. Now it's
the night.
What was he thinking?How can Price's turn.
a guy who'sneverhadany reported
While his jobsunk with the Tide,
controversysuddenly slip into this his career should stay afloat. His
lifestyle? There are no reports of loss was a wakeup call. Price was
bar fights, drunk drivingor visits to under the impression that he could
stripclubs whilehe was inPullman. do whatever he wanted.He had the
OncePrice gotthe moneyand the money. He had the power. But he
fame, he forgot a few things.
forgot: none ofthat matters without

ers are getting together with eachj
Albany, N.Y. standing at 6-foot-8 other to trainanddobasic workouts,j

jupbig.Goalie John Thibdeau from

For Christ's sake, the man turned
hoodlums and screw-wps into real

athletes when other teams shut the door.
Price wouldbe on the receiving end of
some lousy poetic justice if he doesn't
get another coachingjob.

—

The South has a strict moral
code much more formal than the
Northwest's. But the most important thing Price did not take into
—
account besidestheoveralleffect
—
his actions was the reputation of
AU's athletic program.
clean reputation.
He should have known better.
Now Price'sreputation is thinner Alabama has been plagued with
than a g-string.SportsIllustratedis coaches involved in sex scandals
reporting that Pricehasbeen living overrecentyears.All 'Bamaneeded
the hedonistic life way before the was another Mike Dußose a
climactic night whenhe spenthun- former AU football coach whohad
dreds of dollar? at a strip club and anextra-marital relationship witha
—
allegedly had sex with two women secretary to make their program
at ahotel inPensacola,FL.Accord- look like a brothel.

—

responsibility.
But in his former life, he responsibly coached the Cougars without
a scratchonhisreputation. We know
Price not only brought success to
the Cougar squad, buthe was also
known for giving troubled players
secondchances withseveral success stories.Notonlythat,he's been
married tohis wife for35 yearsand
his kids are on his coaching staff.
I'd be thoroughly disgusted if a
man could still be married after
cheatingonhis wife for three and a
half decades.
Youcanbet Price willneverhave

—

"
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another wildnight likethat fateful
April 16.Itdoesn'tfithis character,
based on what people who know
him sayabout him,inaddition tohis
track record. For Christ's sake, the
man turned hoodlums and screwups into real athletes when other
teams shut the door.Price wouldbe
on the receivingend ofsome lousy
poetic justice if he doesn't get another coachingjob.
He just needs to focus on what
really matters. The only 57-year-

olds who shouldbe atstrip clubs are
dirty oldsingle spiteful men looking
tocompensate for a dullpornomag.
Price has been married for 35
years.He's beeninvolvedwith football even longer. These are what
really matter, Mike. If you really

believe that,we'll neverhearabout
you at another strip club as long as
you live.
J.C.Santosisaseniorjournalism
major. He can be reached at
santosj@seattleu.edu.
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A Hot or Not guide for Su
Men's Bling

Women's Bling

Ahh,spring. The time when who Al Alcorn or Nolan
love is in the air, and birds Bushnell are. However, one
chirping seems to be all that must make sure that the Tmuch more beautiful. How- shirts look old or worn in or
cvsr, if you are one of those elseyoumay becalled aposer!
Further down, the khakis
hapless individuals caught
wearingthe wrongclothesthis that The Gap made you buy
spring, love will run away last year should be thrown
from you,and leave you des- out, or even better, burned.
perate and alone. Even the Instead slim style jeans witha
birds will not sing for you. straight cut down the leg is
Instead, they will leave nasty whatCarsonDaily andothers
droppings on your car. This is havebeen showing off.
true, 'fore Ihave heard it in
Now for the shoes, Nike
stories.
and Reebok are fine for runyou
ning
So whatshould be weararound and playing basing this springto gettheladies ketball all day...but they

Fashion is a testy lover.
Some days you are styling;
others you're not.Springtime
hasreared its freshlittlehead,
and this
year's fashions look
No one
ever really
needs to
redo his or
robe. But

Alf, Ninja Turtles or Atari are allfair

Down to the torso,the baggy
style is officially dead. Instead, form fitting T-shirts
with clever pictures or old
school pop culture reference
are getting much attention
from retailers. Alf, Ninja
Turtles or Atari are all fair
game,even if youdon't know

would totally clash with all
the hot gear you might be
wearing. Insteadclassic Converseor coolpseudo-bowling
shoes will match your Atari
shirt, trucker hat, and tight
jeans much better then those
new Jordon's.
And if you get cold, cover
up in some cool soccer-like
jackets, stripes and multiple
colors are a major plus.
So where can onefindthese
hot, new, hipster styles for
spring?Try Urban Outfitters
at either their Broadway or
4th Avenue location. They
have all the cool clothes at
high prices to make you the
"man with the plan" atSeattle
MQUniversity.

carefully
chosen articles of The Powder Room on IstAvenue and Virginia is one
clothing hot storefor theladies.
can makeit
Speaking of reasonable
seem as though youhave upprices,
TheNordstromRack
dated your look for the season.
never disappoints well at
There are tons of stores to least notif youare lookingfor
pick from, but take a look at shoes. Since high heelshave
fallenbythe wayside this season,
the Rack has a
nice selection of
cheap and bright
colored flats.
Ifmoney is not
a problem then
Escada is the
place to be. This
small store next
lh
place
spend
to
Escada is the thehot
wadsofcast to the slh5 Avenue
Theatrehas a big
The Powder Room on the reputation. Employees say
corner of 1st AvenueandVir- look out for color this season.
ginia. They have great shoes In fact, Escada had a fair
in all styles, fluffy hats and amount of pastel yellow on
light, breezy shirts in spring the runways.
pinks and classic whites.
Keep shopping light and
Also don't forget their breezy. Youare looking for a
sundresses.Hidden on the far look that screams, 'The wincorner ofthe PikePlaceMar- ter me is gone."
J.J.

—

game, even if you don't know who Al
Alcorn or Nolan Bushnell are.

all hot and bothered and the
birds off your car?
Starting from the top, hats
are very in. But not sports hats
that show off your favorite
team's logo. Oh no, thoseare
so 5 minutes ago! Instead,
mesh hats withobscure logos
seem to be what thecoolkids
are wearing these days. If it
looks like it belongs on a
trucker, it is in style.

ket, this store could easily be
overlooked. Butdon't. They
are the answer to a fashion
dream at reasonable prices.

"
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Fashion Mistakes
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"Jnko pants. Iregret ever
" wearing those

-Sliming designer
athletic wear

pants.

Brandon Green, Campion 10 visitor
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studying, partying and
philosophizing. So who
has time for finding a
unique purse for spring?
One could search the
stores ofSeattle, butoften the variety of handbags are slims and the
styles may be constrictLikewise, the amount
of time it takes to scan
the city for something
you can live with can be
aggravating. Avoid sore
feet with ebags
(www.ebags.com).

—

....

—

.

.—

Ebags is a website
dedicatedtoproviding an
extensive variety of
styles for all age groups
and bank accounts.
Since posting the
website in 1999, ebags
has shipped 1,728,932
handbags, wallets and
pieces of luggage.
For those without a
Prada sized income,
ebags hasan onlineoutlet store that is actually
good
items think
Nordstrom Rack. Get an
XOXO Sonia 10 Hobo
bag, which would normal cost $40 for as low
at $23.99.
Shopping this site is
made easybyhelpful options to narrow down

—

Lisa Whalen, sophomore, biology

f'lll

Accessorizing with your mouse
JAMILA
JOHNSON
News Editor

"Probably the white lipstick with "the
dark lipliner. That was not cute.

your search. In the
outlet section shoppers can slim the
search results by
searchingby color,fabric or price.
Hateyour backpack?
Is the zipper broken
and is the fabric splitting? Ebags has a fair
number of backpacks
and messenger bags.
Although you don't
get to personally feel
the material which
can't be doing you
much good if the bag
you hand picked isfallingapart you can get
a plethora ofconsumer
reviews that willtell you
if there purchase held
up or broke up.

"The tight spandex pants with the
baggy shirts that you'd tie" with a
buckle on the side.
Jessica Lee, psychology,junior

—

—
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"Chain wallets and Abercrombie
"
Fitch.
micah Clark,Honors/history,
freshman (right) marck chesney,
electrical engineering,sophomore
(LEFT)

Arts and Entertainment
Postal Service delivers new Music to Crocodile
10

Toby Shuster

vice.Ben Gibbardhas some dance
moves that you don't normallyget

Staff Reporter

themes and some
of the ways Iar-

range music. I
generally think
the band The Postal Service grew
being
of
sentiments
music
background
out
and
the
for those who are that when Jimmy
would send me
passed through old fashionedmail. not so easily amused.
Ben Gibbard, front man for Death
Before the show, Ben Gibbard stuff,it wasanice
Cab for Cutie, and Dntel's Jimmy had time to sit down and answera vacation from
Tamborello collaborated to form a few questionsaboutThePostalSer- doing theband.
What was the
novel concept in the music world: vice,DeathCabforCutie and dancing...
inspiration for
an indie dance record.
Add Rilo Kiley's Jenny Lewis
the
"Clark
Howdidthe PostalService de- Gable" song?
and TattleTale's Jen Wood and you
Idon't know if
get dulcet, feminine vocals backed velop?
Imet Jimmy through some mu- there's an overt
up by incisive, electronic beats.
Unlikethe usual long distancelove tual friends andhe askedme to do a influence,but as I
affair, this one will not fizzle and song for his Dntel record; and it get older, Iseem
die out after a couple of months. went well and was really fun and to like movies a
KIMBURLY EfiVIN/ STAFF REPORTER
The group added an extra show to easy so wedecidedtodomore songs. whole bunch and
their line up at the Crocodile Cafe
Who are your usual influences Ialways like the BenGibbardofDeathCabfor Cutie, andJennyLewis ofßilo Kileyplayedat the Crocodile.
last week because the firstone sold and were they different for this al- way life looks on
a screen. Thingsalways workout a sum up a lot of the songs on the album?
out in a matter of hours. While the bum?
openingbands.TheFitness and Ccx,
Not really. But on most of the
I'vealways beena bigfan of pop lot better andit'sbeen scripted and record. It's just a nice bookend to
the record, to have this noisy,cha- songs, Iwould just listen to the
came acrossas overtlyfashion con- music in general.For thisrecord we shot just right.
Why did you decide to endthe otic thingafter arecordthat is really music that Jimmy sent me and let
scious Electroclash rip offs, it was just wanted to do a really poppy,
wellworththe waittoseeThePostal straightforward kind of 80's type album with the strident"Natural lush, poppy.
my mind wander.Most of the songs
Anthem?"
You'repretty wellknownfor al- came from stories rather than conService perform live. Far toooften, dance record.
electronic acts fail to match up to
How much of Death Cab did
Ithinkitjust seemedlikethe song lowing the majority of your songs fessions.
material,
bring
intoPostal Service?
fit really well in the end [and] also to be autobiographical, does that
Who elsewouldyouliketo work
their recorded
but this is you
writing
not the case with The Postal SerIguess Iwas
similar the fact that the lyrics in that song stand true on the Postal Service within the future?
Idon't reallykeepa listofpeople
that Ithink would be awesome to
Last
word
X 2:X-MenUnited
make a record with. Ithink that
when you meet peopleand youplay
'
it's very exciting and it
together
So Nate wanted to review X2. hope wedon thayeto waitthatlong
happen
Like a long distance love affair,

tocatch during aDeath Cab set, and

the band even provides visuals in

on

But sodidMichael.And thenScan
started whining about it. The following represents a compromise:
three separate takes on last
1 weekend'stop movie.

Scan Reid
Co-ManagingEditor
Some hardcore X-men comic
book fans willcertainly be disappointed by X2\ lack of mythic
adversariessuch as theSentinels or
the Legacy Virus. Rumors flew
around of said plot devices right
after the firstfilm's release. But of
course all that doesn't matter. By
now, you've probably seen the
movie twice already. When all is
said and done, the X-men sequel
isn'tin needof flashy, over the top
badguys in the vein of the Batman
series. With its much more

groundedplot, themovie keeps its
trademark of placing its characters-mutants-first, along with the
personal social issues they each
face in a world plagued by their

existence.
X2 happens to be quite glorious.

One can chalk this up

to

Nightcrawler's (Alan Cumming)
extraordinaryentranceopeningse-

quence. Wolverine's (Hugh
Jackman)schoolingaspecialforces
unit,Magneto(lan McKellen)saying GOODBYE toa plasticprison,
fhe clever Beast and Gambit cameos, and all the other numerous
crowd-roaring, jaw-dropping
events through the movie.
But even more than the sum of
its parts, X2 manages to accomplish
— what few sequels are able
to itevolvesits storyline. Hereis
a film rife with both action sequencesandcharacterdevelopment
and also just simply not enough
ime to show you everythingyou
want. With so many comic book
charactersand storylines at its disposal, the X-men seriescouldliterally go on indefinitely.Let's just

doesn't
veryoften. Thefact
that ithappened with Jimmy andI
is
pretty remarkable in that we could
actually make a record togetherbecause when we started working on
it we didn't know if we'd have
anything to release or not.
Usually your lovesongs arefairly
sad,yeton thePostalServicealbum
they're happy, which do you pre-

for the next installment.

MICHAEL QUIROZ
Feature's Editor
Icouldn't agreemorewith Scan,

the evolution of the story line,and
the continuation of the characters
on the silverscreenranks X2 as one
of my favorite sequels of all time.
The movie starts shortly after the
end of the first, with Wolverine
coming back to Xavier'sschool for
the gifted. Despite being made 3
years after the first, the relationships are still perfect. The tension
between Cyclops andWolverine is
still perfectly acted. The crush between Jean Grey and Wolverine is
still blatant. While the movie is a
comic fantasy, therelationshipsare
as realas it gets,and conveys emotion like no comic book before X2.
X2 notonlycontinues the story of
the original well, but improves on
many of the aspects that made the
previous installment lacking. The
biggest improvement would be in
Halle Barry's character, Storm. In
the original film, Stormcould best
be described as a background character. It was aggravating to watch
suchagood actressplay acharacter
withonly few lines andnogrowth.
This changes in X2 greatly. Storm
begins a relationship with
Nightcrawler. This relationship finally allows Storm togrow,and by
the endof the movie,her character
even has a cathartic moment that
could have been a littlebetter presented.
Myonlycomplaint with X2 would
be the ending, for Iam filled with
mixed feelings on it. The movie
seems to shy away from the massive, action-oriented ending in lieu
of a more emotionally drivenending. And while the endingis great,
themovie's best action sequenceis
in the beginningof the film. Iwas
almost disappointed with the action
in the movie almost peaking in the

fer?
Oh it's been fun to have some

Storm (HalleBerry) andJean Grey(Famke Jensen) in X2.
first half. However, it is an equal away. Not to say that this movie
trade off allowing fo meenlsty leaves you withanything butagood
taste in your mouth. The movie is
deelopment to take place.

The Last Word:
Nate Zell
Sports Editor
Clearly X2's greatest feature is
the incredibly amazing, yet still

believable fighting and action
scenes. A much more involved
Wolverine has an entertaining,
though somewhat short battle with
Lady Deathstrike (Kelly Hu).
Nightcrawler'sentrance inthe openingalmost sets theremainderof the
filmup for being adisappointment;
the opening scene is basically his
one fantastic hurrah,but the other
characters all have their chance.
Another fantastic visual performance is turned in by Magneto's
accomplice Mystique (Rebecca
Romijn-Stamos) whosemutantability accompanies a few good action
sequences andalso provides
a few
"
laughsalong the way.
These three characters help to
make the movie as action-packed
and exciting asitis.
X2's ending also leaves a little
something to be desired,although
the implication of another movie
takes a little bit of the sour taste
"
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fantasticas anaction film,andsticks
to the ongoing saga of the human
vs. mutant debate.
However, the large number of
personal conflicts which are all resolved within a small amount of
time at the end take away from the
overall ending, whichisanticlimac
tic to begin with. It's almost as
though the ideabehind the ending
was to show the unity signified in
the titleX-Men:United through the
cohesiveness of the teamat the end
of themovie.
This secondinstallment of the XMen series opensup new doors and
hasprovidedtherealness thatcannot
be conveyedthrough acomicseries.
Clearly alltheactors/actressesinvolvedare dedicated tomaking this
seriesliveup tothe gemthat was the
cartoonprequel.If theX-Men team
continues the developmentofcharacters and relationships without
completely changing the plot, the
series will easily surpass other
comic-turned-film series' such as
BatmanandSuperman.trade-off allowing for more emotion and story
development to take place.
Look next"week foi'TheMatrix:

upbeat,happy songsfor once."Such
Great Heights"is probablythe most
positive song I've written before
andit's nice to havethat materialto
juxtapose the sad stuff. They're a

lot more fun to write but the emotion becomes less sincere if that's
all youhave. Idon't feel sadall the
time.
Do you think you will switch
over to the othersideand just do
electronic music from now on?
really
No.Thishas beenfunandI
like doing itbut nothing feels better
on stage than having a band, the
power of a band. The music feels a
lot better than sitting on a laptop
blowing through a PA.
One magazine described the
Postal Service as, "indie rock's
answer to disco." Do you think
this anaccurate description?

play
I
don'tknow. Even though I
intechnically an indierock band,as
Iget older Iget less and less enthused about the concept of indie

rockasalabel. It' snot ananswerto
anything, we just made a dance
record.
What makes a good love song
in your opinion?
Ithink making a goodlove song
means straying awayfromthe word

'love' itself.It'sreallyeasy tosay "I
love you" or "You love me," but
youcan createimagery that says the
same thing.Lovesongsare the oldest songs in the book and it's very
rare that you hear a reallyoriginal

See Postal on page 11
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SU alumni players raise Hair at sth Avenue
JAMILA JOHNSON

business? Two former Seattle University students have taken the

alive when I
am making music," he
drama,"
Butiu,
said.
major
"Ididn't
in
whoplayed Jeanie, said.
This made him leave his corpoButiu graduated in as atheology/ rate lifeandmadethe jump into the
English studies major in 1999 and Seattle theatre

the way for alot
of privileges we
have today.
Whetheritscivil
rights orwomen

plungeand areapingalltherewards.

Tancioco, the musical director of

rights. They

Tancioco.

News Editor

Want to make it in the theatre

In April the slh5 Avenue Theatre Hair, as a business major in 1998.
"I went to SU partly because of
brought back its performance of
Hair that premiered last year.
Matteo Ricci,but alsobecause of a
As Hair begins a man saunters music scholarship" Tancioco said.
onto the stage and looks around.
The two couldhave gone to any
The audience is still in pre-curtain dramaor music school they wanted.
socialization mode, but the man But in the mid-90s that wasn't the
moves across the stage in the dark, route theyimagined their lives foltossing his gorgeous blonde hair lowing.
"It was definitelynot something
around.
I
in college that Iwould
begins
unbuttoning
imagined
He
his shirt
andtheaudience looks upand slowly be doing right now, but Iamloving
conversations begin to halt.
it. I would not want to be doing
He changes into another shirt. anythingelse," Butiu said.
The house lights are still up. The
So how does one end up in the
man changes his pants and women theatrebusiness?
in the audience go wild seeing his
"All these opportunities come up
lh

underwear.

Sounding like any beginning of a
musicalyou've seen?Ididn't think
so. But as the womenscream and
the men sink downintotheir seat,in

the wings are two SU alumni.
If you missedHair'sreturn to the
s"' Avenue Theatre two weeks ago
you missed amusicallike noother
nudity,drugs,and anamazing score.

—

But you also missed much more.
YoumissedPreciousButiu andR.J.

When Butiu heard that the slh5 lh
Avenue wasplanning onputtingon
Hair for lastyears seasonshe knew
that iftheir wasany musicalthat she
wanted to be a part of it was this

one.
"The part Iplayis this crazy girl
who is fabulous," Butiu said.
But shehad neveractually seenit
before she got the part. When she
was younger she would play the
music with her sister, so she knew
the songs well.But getting to play
Jeanie, a hippie who is pregnant
with the baby of a speed freak, in
love with Claude (the half naked
and half confused star of the play),

and constantly trying

to

kill her

and you're taking them, and taking unborn child, was a blast.
them. Pretty soon its taking over
"Thesepeople, these hippies,this
culture, these young people really
your life," Tancioco said.
Maybe this is a littleover simpli- believed they wanted to change the
fied. Tancioco found it aftergiving world and could change the
his business degree a test drive in world...lt's a lot of radical thinking, and it definitely applies to how
the real world.
"IdidcorporateAmerica for two youngpeople feel today,"she says.
She thinks the worldstill doesn't
year and Idid shows always on the
—
give
I
a
dish
a lot of credit to how young
side. make it sound like
like ala carte. After work I'd do peoplefeel. It is a startlingmusical.
showsat night.Irealized Itruly feel
"This time, the late 60s, paved

From Third World to First, The
Singapore Story: 1965 - 2000
DR.REX S.TOH
Guest Columnist
"They were insufferable." That
is how Lee Kuan Yew,Singapore's
first Prime Minister from 1959 to

whelmingly surrounded byMalays,
eliminating corruption, and transforming a country which has to
import drinking water into one of

the world's most dynamic econo-

1990,describedthe giddyVietnam- mies.Part IIdescribesSingapore's
esebureaucrats after they had won attempt to get along withits Malaythe Vietnam War.This kind of tart dominatedneighbors(Malaysiaand
and insightful remark is strewn Indonesia) the rest of Asia, the
throughout Mr. Lee's memoirs of Western world, and communist
hisstewardshipof Singapore, which China. InPart111, Mr.Lee winds up
over a period of three decades, he and talksabouthowhe preparedthe
had transformed from a resource- next generation to govern
poortinycity-state toa modernrich Singapore.
metropolis.Howdidallofthis come
The book is sequenced in topic
chapters instead of a straight chroabout?
In 45 chapters starting with the nological narrative,thus the reader
first which describes Singapore's can zeroin ona particular topic of
expulsion from the Confederation interest for example, how to deal
of Malaysiaand its struggle to sur- with the Communists. The book
vivemilitarilyand economically,to touches on many historical events
the last poignant chapter where he in all continents except South
ruminates over the nations America and the Antarctica. Mr.
struggles, successes, and future Lee had an overarching vision of
hopes and aspirations,his memoirs Singapore's rightful place in the
describe thetedious but determined worldcommunity.
Mr. Lee made insightful comprocess of nationbuilding. Part Iof
Mr. Lee's memoirs deals with the ments about worldleaders.He debasics ofsurvival building anarmy scribed President Carter as a mepopulation
of two million ticulous man who kept to his writwith a
people in anarea the sizeof Seattle, ten timetable down to the last secpretendingto cavort with the com- onds;but after his visit,hecould not
munists and then cleverly turning remember anything of import that
against them, cultivatinga national had transpired. While frank with
identity in a multi-racial country his observations,Mr.Lee was carewith a Chinese majority but over- ful not to disparage those who are

—

still alive, and who can do harm to
Singapore. In one of his few faux
pas, he regarded the dead Marcos
(former President of The
Phillipines) as a crook, butdid not
regard the living Suharto (former
President of Indonesia) as a thief,
because he was of royal lineage,
and therefore by inference was entitled to plunder his country!
The book is written in a very
engaging style, with short paragraphs ending with short sentences
thatsometimesshock thereader.In
describing his debate with a prominent American critic, he summarized that outcome with the terse
observation that he did not lose.
Indeed one comes away with the
impression that this is the story of
one of the world's greatest statesman. Henry Kissinger describes
him as follows, "In the case ofLee
Kwan Yew, the father of

Singapore'semergenceasanational
state, the ancientargument whether
circumstances orpersonality shape
events is settled in favor of the latter."

The book is published by
SingaporePressHo/dings,2000.
Dr. RexS. Toh spent five years
teaching at the National
University of Singapore from
1974 to 1979.

Postal: band plays unique love songs
From page 10
love song.
So what's next for the Postal
Service, are you going to release

anotheralbum?
out to be an incredibly busy year
Yes, we'regoing tostart working with touring and shows between
on it maybe this time next year. Death Caband PostalServicestuff.
Death Cab has a new one coming So we'llprobably start working on
out this falland this year has turned it casually next year.

"
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were question-

ing these things
and wanting to
do something
about it," Butiu

said.
So

many
songstodaylack
a message. But
Tancioco sees a
message in the
music he di-

rected in Hair.
"There area lot
of questions out
there, and these
songs answer
the questions,"

Precious Butiu, Seattle University alum, performed
he said.
So the only as Jeanie in the sth Avenue's Hair
question left is
what do these up and coming stars
For Butiu it was the concept of
miss most aboutSU?
For Tancioco it was the choral
programinstructor Dr.JoySherman.
"She is thus nutty, obsessed wonderful women.She is so passionate
about the wok that she not only
teaches she inspires."

Jfti/M

J^H

what it means to behuman that she

cherishes. Mainly, "To know that
there is a wayyou canservepeople
and give of yourself. For me it is
through theater, and those are the
kindof things that Iwillremember
from SU," she said.

Take Michael
Quiroz's Job

Hey.I'm the Features Editor for The
B^l *»^*ISpectator.
Maybe you've been a fervent
:

W.

Jb

HBL*.JM

Iadmirer of mine after reading some of
I the middle sections this year. 1 can't

blame you.This sweet gigallows me not
pompously creativebut also to highlight some of the
most interestingthings on campus and around the city.
know that
Think seriously aboutapplying for next year's staff. I
come June, I'll need a whole summer to recover from pleasure
overload. So, take my job...please.

only

to be

<03-'O4 Paid Positions Now
Available For:
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Managing Editor
Cover Editor
News Editor
Features Editor
Arts and
Entertainment Editor
Sports Editor

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Opinion Editor
Copy Editor
PhotoEditor
OnlineEditor
Editorial Artist
Staff Reporter
Staff Photographer

HOW TO APPLY:
Send acover letter, resume, any
clips, and two references to:
Nicole Retana

The Spectator
Seattle University
900 Broadway
Seattle, WA 98122

Questions?
Call (206) 296-6476 ore-mail
Nicole Retana at retanan@seattleu.edu.

DEADLINE IS MAY 16!
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The Spring ASSU Executive and Representative
Election Results
There were a total of 759 votes cast in this years election. To find out more about the 2003-04 elections go to
www.seattleu.edu/assu/elections
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Minority Representative
Rober ***&*

not pictured
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Resident Representative
Alicia KePharl

Do you know of a club that has
done something outstanding?
Then nominate that club for one of these awards.
*Community Enrichment and Service Award
Mission Award
**Jesuit
Academic Connectedness Award
*On the Move Award
♥OutstandingFirst Year Award
Nominations must be given to Sam Ko at
koh3 @ seattleu.edu by May 16.
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At-Large Representative
YosefFufa

pictured

Commuter Representative
Thomas Hackett
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The 42ndAnnual Luau

Saturday May 10, 2003
at 5:30 p.m. Concert to follow at 10:00p.m
by: Typical Hawaiians
$15
Tickets are
for Ac luau, $10 for the concert
and $22 for both. Children ages 5-12 are $15.
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"ContemporaryAppraisals of
Traditional Metaphysics," the Eighth
Annual Philosophy Club Conference
Schaffer Auditorium
May 15 from ,p m to 5:3() p m and
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Contact Apnl Akana
at 206-220-4863 or
II
For man'info contact James Liner at
akanaa@seattleu.eduwith any questions. _y
206-427-1835
or atlinerj@seattlu.edu.
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International Representative
BahaAlsamawi
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Kelly Stewart

'

award can be found at www.seattleu.edu/
servantleadership/SRA/SRAMain.asp
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Senior Representative
r
,
r
EncaEschbach
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Vice President of Finance
Kirn Silva

M m

n
Junior Representative
a i
t^
Arlyn
Dean
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Vice President
of Student
Affairs
..
Laura Norman

.

flik

c
n
Sophomore
Representative
,
Heather Hutson

Clufo

Invites you to join the them at the range
Monday, May 12.
Meet at the Bellarmine turnaround at 2:10 p.m.
New and experienced shooters are welcome.

..

...

instruction,firearms, ammunition and
transportation are provided.

_ _

furtherinfo contact DenaBurke at
I U06 398 4660
or at markSmanPrez@hotmail.com
/
\
For

Check us out on the web: http://www.seattleu.edu/assu/index.htm
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Marketplace
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100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers
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Fabulous HousesitterSeeks
200. Help Wanted
Fabulous House. Going away
SUMMER CAMP JOBS on sabbatical? Experienced,

men and women. Hidden responsible housesitter lookValley Camp (Granite Falls, ing to take amazing care of
WA) needs resident staff (6/
your house while you're
14/03-8/22/03). Room/

Want to Place a
Classified Ad?

$ 6.00 for the first 20 words
to
to
Looking
relocate
away.
and $0. 15 per word
Board/Salary. Positions in- Seattle area. Excellent referthereafter.
clude: Counselors, life- ences available! Please call:
guards, drivers, kitchen staff Ann at 301-562-8955
and more. Spend your sumNo extra charge for
mer in a beautiful setting 500.For Rent
boldface
while in worthwhile employor
APT.
FOR
RENT
ment. Interviews available on
$750
$625,
IBR
2 BR
1
ALL CAPITALIZED
campus. Please call:
SU,
wording.
block
corner
13th
from
(425) 844-8896
Ave/E Remington Ct. Utiliore-mail us at:
NOTE:
h\ c-wa@ix.netcom.com for ties included.
Cash orcheck only. We do not
Call 206 232-9865
more information.

°*

Services
40
500. For Rent
60°- Misc.

The Spectator

Phone: (206) 296-6474
Fax: (206) 296-6477

E-mail:
adinfo@seattleu.edu

accept credit card payments.

Personals
"Nicesweater" they say still
messed up the next day [we
giggle anyway] but next time
stay away from Bad Girl
temptations.

Hey Tikki-Bobbers,
Thanks for celebrating my
birthday with me!! Ihad a
wonderful time and am SO
happy that you were all able

Noel, Hector, Flink, and
BDB,
It's been a great ride, these
past four years. Dick's,
CanadaRun Part Iand11, Frito joinme for a night ofdanc- day sessions, lth floor, the
ing and friends. Tyler-thanks Century Club, Ladadadada
for beingmy dancingpartner. it's the, Krispy Kreme,
Yeah Ilove you.
"You" at the moment includes You'reawesome!!
chesse, wine,and MGD, Mar-Jen
Tyler, Erin,Megans, Amanda,
tini Nights, Pampas Room,
and Jenn.
Leaky44 and JLPanda,
Spring Break 2001, George,

Thanks for being here to celebrate my birthday with me.
Cody,
So, urn we want to get in on Amazing what a day at the spa
Empire Earth, cuz urn it has can do for the stress levels. A
theNano Age andurn yeah I'll girl couldn't ask for better
roommates! I
love you guys!!
let yougo now..
-JenDSmiles
-Ben
If you like pina coladas and
getting caught in the rain, If
you're not into yoga, if you
have 1/2 a brain. I'm the love
you've been looking for.
Write to me and escape.
-Amanda
Youaren't mean!!
-Amanda

Kuma,

So what are we naming
the house,roomies?
Megs

BOX IS
AVAILABLE
AT
THE CAC

To Little Dude,
DJ Common Wealth, Biggie,
and everyone else on drama
team

Big hugs and kisses. Glad to Free Newspapers=war
have met my match.
Pain=Little sister's face!
Love, Panda Bear

Eril.

Meathead,
How do you think of such
Ithink Ispotted the puple things?
monster yesterday in the 69th Love, Your fellow surf 'n turf

sense!

Love, Me

MopedmanI'm a fan. Stop touchingmy
Megs, Jon and Amanda,
pass.
I'msorry guys 1onlybrought whenever you
four and I
know there are five John John,
of us
I
want to call you speedy! Vll
Hi Roy, Ilove you too!!
turn down my music if you're
so needy! But maybe you
Hunny-Bunny,
won't be so loud with your
Ilove U!
sweetie!
-Hunnyßear
A&E,

airport runs,German Marc's
bon voyage, and other times.
I'll miss it all.
Karate

PERSONALS
DROP

Chris & Steve,
You guys are awesome!
Thanks for all our help.
Lots of love,Kirn S.

junkie!
Mamma Bowles,
You're a snitch-ho!
Love, Your PeruvianPrinces

DROP ONE IN
TODAY!

Ihope that the beginning of

THEY ARE FREE
AND

spring shines brightly and
brings you happiness as you
do to my heart.
Love, Matthew

Last last was awesome. I
have never been so happy in
my life. Iwait for the day we
can kick it togetheragain.
Serious!
Love, M-dawg
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APPEAR INEVERY
ISSUE.

TRY IT!
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Editorial
Healing the wounds of
domestic violence
We do nothear about itall the time.In fact,by the natureof the crime,
its victims are typically quiet and easily intimidated, worn down by
yearsof physical andmental abuse wrought by the hands and words of
someone they loved,but now fear.
It's called domestic violence and sadly it takes headliners like the
Brames murder-suicide orthemurderofStaciPetersonandher unborn
child to bring it to our attention once again.
Itis sadthatone ofthe most commonly carried out crimesinAmerica
receives little to no national recognition until they reach a point of
horrendous proportions.
According to theNationalDomestic Violence Hotline, almost onein
three women will become a victim of abuse by their husbands or
boyfriends at some point in their lives. Inother words,out of the 2,029
female undergraduates here at Seattle University, almost 678 of them
will become a victimof domestic violence.
That'sa fact.
Keepin mind that although male against female violence is the most
pervasive; it is not alone. Men can suffer equally abusive relationships
with a female or male partner; and females can still suffer at the hands
of a female partner.
Some of them willbe strongenough to walk away the first time,but
a few may not.
As friendsand family to victims, we cannot foresee the future and we
willnot always be able to protect our lovedones. Ourrole isinstead to
listen, to believe their stories no matter how great we think that man/
or woman may be, and to provide support and safeharbor.
We only get one shot at a person's trust and its important not to ask
questions like,"What mayyou have done to provoke this?" It sounds
ludicrous but just think about friends' boyfriends.Maybe thereis one
you don't likebecause he picks his teeth in public or laughs too loud;
but do any of you suspect he is abusing your friend? Of course not! If
so, you would have kicked that heehaw to the curb a long time ago,
right?
The point is that the most deadly characteristic about domestic
violenceis that you often cannot tell until it is too late. Therefore, you
need to listen. You need to trust. And you need to help.
For anyone who feels like thereisn't someone whowilllisten to your
side of the story, there are places you can turn to.
For a place to stayor asympathetic ear,contact one of the following:
Broadview Emergency Shelter
206-622-4933
CatherineBooth House
206-324-4943
Domestic Abuse Women's Network (DAWN)
425-622-1881
Eastside Domestic Violence Program
425-746-1940 or
V/TDD 800-827-8840
YWCA-Shelter
206-461-4882
Beginnings
206-522-9472
New
there,
out
everyone
good
For
luck.

Downloads will continue
by the music industry.

billiondollarlawsuits were filedon

April 3 against four college

stu-

One situation that would slow

dents at three universities nationwide. The suits asked for up to
$150,000 for each recording the

college students in their rush to
download music would be if the
music industry bought out Kazaa
and began charging all the broke
students a dime a song. After a
while the totals add up for those
downloadingcrazy students; but at
the same time they could get songs

students had available for down-

NATE ZELL
Sports Editor
We've allprobab/ydone it a thou-

loadon their websites.
Needless to say, these four studentsand perhapsa portionof their
friends have a new view on the
piracy ofmusic viathe internet.But
is this really the kindof action the
music industry thinks will result in
a solution?
It'sone thing topursue thosewho
possesspre-releasedcopiesof songs
or videos, but it's another thing to
go after those who are simply takingadvantageofmusic thatis avail-

faster,

sand times without thinking once
about the ramifications of our actions. After hearing the newestcool
song ontheradioora friend's computer, you run back toyour dorm or
apartmentand frantically search the
Internet or local network for the able to them.
song and download it. This action
Really, this problembegan with
probably occurs on such a frequent that now ancient downloading probasis that the thought of breaking gram known as Napster. Had the
the law escapes our minds each music industry simply bought out
time we click to download another Napsterand chargedpeople a smal1
song.
price todownloadsongs,theindusLast month, the music industry try would not feel as though they
The Spectator EditorialBoard consists of Nicole Retana, took steps to try and scare people are being cheated out of so much
Scan Reid, Austin L. Burton and JC Santos. Signed away from this piracy of music. money.
lines, the movie
Yes, itcould be possible to scare
COMMENTARIES REFLECT THE OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS AND NOT Along the same
industry
tracking
also
away
begun
has
allthose people whorun webNECESSARILY OF THE SPECTATOR, SEATTLE UNIVERSITY OR ITS
IPs of computers which contain il- sites where songs can be downSTUDENT BODY.
legally acquired pre-released cop- loadedfor free,but this is unlikely.
As with the Napster situation, there
ies of movies.
industry
begun
has
are now hundreds of similar servThe music

—

— +—

Seattle

U

piiveksity

what will no doubtbe a longbattle
between producers and consumers
over piracy of music. Four multi-

and the music industry

wouldn't have to cry about how
much money they lost because of

the horrible college students just
trying to get their music fix.
It's clearthus far that theindustry
thinks goingafterthe big fishin the
sea of piracy, will solve their problem. Yet it is likely that these small
fish will simply find new ways of

getting their music fix.Music will
be downloaded illegallyas longas
there is access to it. Millions of
collegestudents will stilldownload
their songs, videos andmovies ona
daily basis whether they are think-

ing they arebreaking thelaw.
It's a law of percentages that

makes people say: "Yes Irealize
I'mdoingsomethingillegal,butso
are all my friendsand their mothers,
so I'mgoing to keepdoingit until I
get caught. And if Idoget caught, I
simply had it coming to me."

Nate Zell is a freshman
journalismmajor. Contacthimat
zelln©spectator-online, com

ers,which transfermillionsofsongs
daily over the Internet, all for free,
and thesehave not yet been targeted
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Opinions

The change that matters
nant I
just need 2 dollars to catch a
to
cab get to the hospital", "I'm not

a panhandler."Thelist goes on and

Carl Bergquist
Spectator Columnist
Thehomeless need ahand upnot
a hand out!

Toooften people say that giving
change to the homeless isn't that
bad of a problem. I'lladmit Ido it
here and there when Ihave some
extra change, but I'd give it to a
poor college student as well. However,isita good thing?Thinkabout
it, if noone gave food or money to
the homeless, do you think they
wouldstick around?Look at Madison Park, one of therichestareas in
thecity; haveyoueverseena homeless person there? Fat chance. The
people that live there don't give
theirhardearneddollar to someone
working the street for a buck.
I
use the term"working"because
that's what many ofthem do. One
time a drunken friend of mine decided to harass a homeless person
whoaskedhim for change.The guy
toldhimtogoaway...he was"working."
Those that askfor moneycome in
all shapes and sizes: male, female,
educated, uneducated (at

least by
school standards).On thestreet they
might get an A for getting money

—

cooked meal for the price of the
food usually a couple of bucks
for some really good food. They
have to pay and take some responsibility in getting the food; it's not
justgiven to them.Treehouse tries
to keep youth off the street and
works with foster children by giving them clothes and other necessary items. Some foster kids go
through several different foster
families, and some end up on the
street.NWHarvesthelps thehomeless a little,but they can onlyhave
so much per visit. These are all
programs that can help andbe expanded.
Now thatdoesn'tmean thatsome
homeless wouldn't get left behind.
And many peoplesay that'sunfair.
This is where I'm forced to use
Darwin. If youchange the system,
some getleft behind,someadapt to
the change and many are helped.
Justthink ifpeople didn't give out
loose change, but tried to make a
change,what would that look like?
There wouldbe fewerhomeless on
the streets. Andmaybe,justmaybe,
the homeless would use the effort
they put into thinkingup wild stories tolookingforajob andactually
getting one. If they don't want to
participate in society, they don't
have to.Insociety,itrequiresmoney
for the world to go round long
gone are the days of trading one
thing for another. However, even
in thatset up, youstill hadtogive to

on. If you don't pay close attention
—
youcan fallfor oneofthesescams
I
have.Thebest homeless act Iever
saw was a guy that was willing to
sing for a buck. He was actually
prettygood andpretty upfrontabout
hismotives.
Where is the encouragement to
actually get off the street and find a
job? Jobs can be hard to find if you
don't qualify to work at Mickey
D's,but name thelast time yousaw
anow hiringsign? There are homeless who look for jobs. However,
thereare a lotofhomelessthatdon't.
Theseare the ones standing outside
shelters at 1p.m. in the afternoon
hopingto get a warm place to stay.
These are the ones sitting outside
Dick'sasking for change. Theseare
the ones withthree colorsof hair,a
dogcollarand a leather jacketsmoking $6 cigarettes. These include the
trekees, not the Star Trek variety,
but the ones that make pilgrimages
every day to the nearest free food
giveaway. It's like a sweepstakes
everyday; the only difference isit's
the ones who get there first.
Don't get me wrong— there are
the workingpoor whohavejobs,but
can't afford a place to live. Then
there are those who have NEVER
tried to get a job. The homeless
system needs an overhaul in a bad
way.Some of these changesexistin
society, but they just don't focus get.
them on the homeless.
Today wecan help thehomeless
But the point of this article is that by giving them a hand upand not a

—

from people. You have requests of homelessneed a hand up and not a hand out. Think aboutthat the next
all sorts, "Spare any change", "Do hand out. Ifyou are going todonate time you give your hard earned
you have a dollar for the bus?", money to something, donate it to a money away.
"I'm a homeless vet." But then you group like Boomtown Cafe\
have the more elaborateones. "My Treehouse or NW Harvest.
Carl Bergquist is a senior
car brokedownandI
justneedthree
Boomtown Caf6 is a cafe where journalism major. Contact him
dollars","Ihave a wife whois preg- homeless come to have a home atbergquc@seattleu.edu

Build your career at SU
First,

the career counselor and I
lookedover my re'sume'.
I
was having problems trying to
fit everything on one page, and I
wanted to make it functional ac-

TONI SUTTON
Spectator Columnist
Graduationis almostless than a
month away and I'm sure many
seniors, if not all, are hoping that
they will beable to find a job after
am.
graduation—I know I
My bestadvice wouldbe topay a
visit over to the Career Development Center if you haven't gone

already.
The Center can help the transition process from college to the
working worlda little easier.There
you can met with a counselor oneone one and get help with your
resume and cover letterand strategiesfor jobsearching. Agoodthing
that Iwouldadvise everyone to do
is sign up for a mock interview.
This will help you see what you
need to work on before actually
jumping into areal job interview.
I
had a recent appointment at the
Center, and they were a greathelp.

on the Internet highway to
www.eßecruiting.com. Here, you

can apply for jobs and internships,
post your resume, and find sched-

ulesofon-campusrecruitments. All

'

EdtothitoerLet er

Violation of
campus cordiality
To theEditor ofThe Spectator:
I
amsurprisedthatTimEavesof
Issaquab signed his letter to the
editor (Spectator, April 17) "cor-

dially."

.

—

—

—

SU needs some
lemonlaws

"
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responsibility, it shouldbe our
rightby theeditorial staff).I
want
to applaudboth theeditorial staff
andDean Loh for bringing the
issue of publishing evaluations
tothe university agenda.
It is a great injustice to students that theresults are not beingpublished. Asconsumers (of
a costly product) wehavea right
to all the information available
about classes andprofessors.
It is against the law to take a
crappy car, paintit up a bit,and
then sellit to someone as a performance vehicle— Lemon
Laws. Unfortunately, we have
no such guaranteeas consumers
here at SU. And what's worseis
thatour onlyresourcetodecideif
wearebuyingaPorsheoraPinto
isa short description created by
the professor (sorry professors,
but Ithink we can all see the
potential for bias here), and if
we'relucky,a friendor two who
have taken the class (sorry
friends,but. .bias).
However,withaccess tooverall evaluations of prospective
courses, evaluations thatinclude
the input ofdiverse students, we
can getamuch clearer pictureof
what we are purchasing. With
published results, students are
enabled to make choices based
on information that minimizes
theeffects of personal variables
like learningstyles, work ethics,

There was nothingcordialineither hisLetter or his behavior.
Asa guest on our campus, Mr.
Eavesreadanarticle in the student
newspaper,drew largeconclusions
from thinevidence,andthennode
an attempt to harm the life and
career of one of our students. Mr.
Eaves justifieshisirresponsiblebehavior by claiming that "there can
be consequences to words." No,
Mr. Eaves. There can be consequenceswhenill-mannered adults
violate the cordiality of a university community by attempting to
damageone of itsmembers.
And what is mis terrible action
that causedMr.Eaves to write to
the commanding officer of
McChord Air Force Base about
our student? He called his fellow
recruits"clowns."Mr.Eaveshopes
to damage the future ofone ofour
studentsbecause he objects tothe
use of the word "clown." Iwas
raisedinamilitary family andknow
something about the rhetoric of
military people.It would surprise
me very muchif the commanding
officerofMcChord AirForceBase
wasshockedandappalled oreven
took seriously our student's use andpersona/ conflicts.
TheUniversityof Washington
ofthe word"clown." What might
currently
publishes the course
shock and appall any responsible
adult is the ideathat a grown man evaluationsfromprevious quarwoulddeliberatelymisreadthe tone ters and says that it has worked
andintent ofa youngman's spon- well. Students are able to make
taneous statement andthenwork to betterdecisionsaboutclassesand
professors that work best for
do that youngmanharm.
Mr.Eaves and I
have not been them. The publishing alsoleads
called upon to serve in the armed topublicaccountability to create
forces during the recent troubles quality courses and keepeffecbecause we are too old nations tive faculty teaching those
need young people to fight their courses.
Ifstudentsdon't
wars.But youngpeopleare young:
' fill outevaluthey say and do things spontane- ations,theydon t exist tobe pubously that they expect their be- lishedorhidden .theybelongto
nevolent elders to ignore, tolerate, the students. Asa group ofconorunderstand.Inauniversity com- sumers, we must demand access
munity we know the difference to information provided by our
betweenseriousandlightdiscourse. peers toavoid thebitteraftertaste
In the spirit of Jesus, who calls of wasting our time and money
upon us to return good for evil,I on a lemon.
Ted Colby
wouldlike to assureMr.Eavesthat
senior, communications studif his son attends Seattle University he willreceivemore generos- ies major
ityand forbearance from theadults
around him than our student has
receivedfrom Mr.Eaves. We seek View more letters at
to support and develop our stu- www.spectator-online.com
dents,not to harm them.
Sincerely,
TheSpectator welcomes the
Dr.Sharon Cumberland
campus
community's comAssociate Professor,English
ments. Please limit letters to

cording to my jobinterests. She told youhave to do is go to the website
me 1could space out my margins and select Seattle University,"and
moresoIcouldFiteverything onone follow instructions fromthere.
In addition to allof these lovely
page,but that Ishouldn't limit it to
onepage,as longas the information amenities, the Center is also a cais relevant. That was a sigh of re- reerlibrary andresource room.Here
lief ifIshrunk the fontany moreI is where you can find brochures,
don'tthink any employerwouldgive videotapes, and books that pertain
my resume a second look.
tojobsearingstrategies,interviewShe gave me some pretty good ing,resumewriting, specific career
tips to spruce up myre'sume. Itold field, and company and graduate
the counselor thatIwanted to find a information.
writing job in journalism.She told
Ihope not only seniors visit the
me that my re'sume should list rel- office, butevery studenthere at SU
evant classesI
havetaken at SU that at some point in their college cainvolvedjournalistic writing.
reer. There, you will find everyWe worked onre-wording some thing you need to help acquaint
things, and at the end of the 45- yourself with the working world.
minute session Ihad a new and So goodluck toeveryone,and from
improved resume. Iwent home, one senior to another, Iwish all
worked onit again and made a fol- seniors the best of luck.
low up appointment at the Career
For more information about the
Development Center to go over it Career Development Center, inagainbeforeI
send it outtopotential cluding hours and location, visit
employers.
http://www.seattleu.edu/student/
Besides personal appointments, cdc/.
Inthe April 24* Spectator there
the Center offers anumber ofother
were two articles addressing the
services.There aredaily postingsof ToniSuttonisaseniorjournalism quarterly course evaluations (Exfull-time jobsand internships. And major. Contact her at amine theevaluationprocessatSU
if that's not enough, you can jump suttont@seattleu.edu

—

by lean Wahlborg and It's our

..

350 wordsandincludeyour
year, major and/or affiliation withSeattle University.
Submit them by mail or to
spectator@seattleu.edu by
Monday before print. The
Spectator reserves the right
to edit submissions.

Footnotes
Campus Voice

Who shouldbe heldresponsible for illegal downloading of music, those
that provide theMP3s or those that download them?
"Unlike conventional piracy, no one
on the internet is making money
with MP3s. No criminal penalties
should apply to anyone. It'slike
prosecuting someone for taping a
"
TV show and giving it to a friend.
Nelson Trautman,

freshman, computer science

"The people that provide it, because if you take
that away from the people that download it
"
they would just go buy CDs.
Debbie Jin, freshman,
psychology

"10 out of10 times

they are the same
person. The [Recording
Industry Association of
"
America] is hilarious.

and pre-med
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MICAH WILSON,
FRESHMAN,
PHILOSOPHY (LEFT)

"The people whodownload the copyrighted material should be held
responsible. Ilegally backup all my music on my computer for my iPod
and share it to my second computer. It's not my fault if someone else
downloads the music; that is their moral dilemma."
Kevin Jonson,freshman, mechanical engineering(right)
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FeaturesEditor
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Opinion Editor
Copy Editor
PhotoEditor
On-LineEditor
Editorial Artist
Staff Reporter
Staff Photographer

HOW TO APPLY:
Send acover letter, resume, any
clips, and tworeferences to:
Nicole Retana
The Spectator

Seattle University
900 Broadway
Seattle, WA 98122

Questions?

Call (206) 296-6476 or e-mail
Nicole Retana at retanan@seattleu.edu.

DEADLINE IS MAY 16!

DUCK SEASON!
What better way to start off this
week's column than with the one
millionth strangulation and cooking of a Parisian baby duck (in its

Hold the "eww's."It's not the Barbara Bush of the haggard, former
first lady variety, but rather the
supple,2 1-year-olddaughter ofour
exalted presidentGeorge "Dubya".

own blood no less). Such was the
case at the famous French restaurant Tour d'Argent, which has
served eight-week-old ducklings
since the turn of the century.
Last Wednesday, according to
Reuters, the restaurant served up
the populardelicacy oncemore for
its significant number, adish which
it's offered since the turn of the
century. Celebrities far and wide,
young andoldhave partakenof the
baby duck meal, called roast
Caneton.Eaters ofthedeadDonalds
range from Charlie Chaplin to
Theodore Roosevelt to Nicole
Kidman to eventhe famed football
playerhimself, Ronaldo.
The secret,chefs claim,is instrangling thebird'sneck insteadof slitting it, so as to retainthe succulentness of the meat. It's enough to
almost make one go vegan. (LOL,

According to The New YorkPost
on Thursday,May 1,employees of
thepornguruare searchingthe campus of Yale University,whereBush
is a student, for video of a certain
"naked party." Purportedly, little
Bushhas attendednumerousdrinking fiestaswherecommoncourtesy
is to strip down and shake your
money maker.
A friend of a friend has told
Flynt's underlings that his buddy
has the video, and an offer of $1
million was reportedly made, but
no exchangehas happened. .yet.

just kidding.)

,

BUSH NUDE
Larry Flynt, the infamous publisher of Hustler magazine, won't
restuntilhe finds videotaperumored
to show Barbara Bush in the nude.

"
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school's first integrated prom in
over three decades.
Erin Posey, a white senior, told
the AP,"I thinka lotofseniors were
disappointed. Now we have to
choose between two groups of

friends."
LEG OFF

If you
' didn't hear about last
Friday s gruesomelydaring survival
story this weekendonSeattle's inane
local TV news, then you probably
read it on Reuters. It was then that
AronRalston,27,freedhimself from
a fallen boulder in the Utah desert
by severinghis arm with a pocketknife. And THEN,after applying a
tourniquet to the wound, Ralston
rappelled down a rock wall and
trekked on untilhe reacheda group
of hikers.
CRACKERPROM
Policeofficials saidthat the 1,000Thanks to reliable source
Charisse, this reportercameupon a -pound rock had trapped Ralston on
disturbingAssociated Press report Saturday,Apr.26; he survived ona
that can only due more damaged to dwindling water supply untilTuesthe Souths already beyond tar- day;and then realizedhe had to take
nished reputation when it comes to drasticactiononThursday. Despite
race relations.
his apparent superhuman tolerance
2,
Friday,May
On
white students for pain andblood,Ralston remains
in Butler, Georgia apparently ral- in serious condition at St. Mary's
prom, in Hospital in western Colorado.
lied to plan a white-only
'
addition to the school s annualinte- ScanReid compiles strangestories
grated celebration.Last year,Tay- for the Save the Ducklings foundation.
lor County High juniors held the Sendhim any oddnews at

.

reids @seattleu.edu

